Yamaha outboard fuel water separator filter
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Previous template Next. Water in fuel alarm , PM. Just recommissioned for the season. About 45
minutes into shakedown, alarm on starboard engine goes off water in fuel. Stop, empty bowl
reinstall move onward. Alarm reactivates. Repeat process. Today removed unit, cleaned with
carb cleaner made sure float moves freely. Same deal. My take is that there is a malfunction of
this switch. Both motors pull from the same fuel tank. Alarm is only on the one motor. Any
opinions???? Oh, and can I run it and just ignore the alarm until I fix it? Tags: None. Are you
seeing actual water in the fuel filter cup? If no, I would suspect a failing switch. You can simply
disconnect the switch and continue to operate the motor without the false alarm sounding if you
are certain there is no water in the fuel filter cup. Comment Post Cancel. I thought the water in
fuel filter alarm only sounded while in neutral on Yamahas, or was that something else I was
thinking about. I didn't see water in the cup. I did disconnect the wire at my dock while idling in
neutral and the alarm didn't reset. I'll mess with it again hopefully tomorrow and check back. So
are you are saying you got a water in fuel alarm while running in gear on one of your motors,
and it did not sound on the other one? Last edited by 99yam40 ; , PM. It was at idle while I was
turning around in a marina. May have kicked on when I went through neutral to reverse. That I
am uncertain. What I am certain of is, no water in the gas. Emptied bowl again into a jar.
Switched bowl to the other motor and it went off on that one. Did not sound on the original one.
So I'm guessing one of them is bad. I am going to take a cruise this afternoon, we'll see Yes,
horn only sounds in neutral. Indicator on gauge blinks constant. Yes No. OK Cancel. The largest
source of trouble with marine engines these days lies with the fuel and fuel system. Paying
regular attention to both can help prevent major headaches down the road. From hoses and
connections to proper filtration and even fuel additives, time spent maintaining your fuel system
helps keep you safe and your boat ready for action. Since nearly all boat fuel tanks are vented
to the atmosphere, water can and will collect in your fuel. Depending on the amount of water
ingested into your outboard, this can result in everything from running problems to
catastrophic damage. Ethanol, being alcohol, is also a powerful solvent that can loosen debris
in your fuel tank and all the tanks and lines it was in before it got to you. Once in your outboard,
this debris can cause everything from running issues to a no-start, no-run condition. This is one
part of maintenance you must proactively do for yourself. It filters the gas and allows any water
which is heavier than gas to safely sink to the bottom of the filter and out of the fuel. Tip: Apply
a thin film of clean engine oil to the gasket when installing the filter. Add fuel stabilizer and
conditioner to every tank of fuel. These formulations are specifically designed to work
effectively in the moisture-rich environments common to boats. No additive will restore stale

fuel, remove water, or cure ethanol-related issues. Make sure to treat every tank of fuel, not just
for extended storage. Do them one better. Ring Free PLUS makes performance-robbing carbon
chemically unable to stick to internal engine components. These are key components to proper
fuel system operation. This helps maintain their performance and reliability. Buy your gas where
they sell a lot of it. Add these before adding the fuel so they mix up well. Your Yamaha outboard
has a system of fuel filters on the engine, as well. You can find this information in your service
manual or through your authorized Yamaha Marine dealer. Primary On-Engine Filter. This is
typically on the front, side, or rear of the powerhead, and is usually made of plastic you can see
through. It filters fuel coming into the outboard. On Yamaha outboards, there may be a red ring
visible inside this filter. Time for a change. The VST is a prime spot in your fuel system where
deposits and gum can form, particularly if fuel is untreated, and the VST filter is the most
difficult to access and usually the most expensive to replace. Help protect it by consistently
treating every tank of fuel, and regularly inspecting and servicing the first two filters in the fuel
line. In-Line Filter. Refer to your service manual or contact your dealer for the exact location for
your model. Fuel Injector Screen. These are built into each fuel injector. Tip: Be sure to follow
directions. What is ethanol and why is it so bad for marine engines? Keeping this filter clean
and fresh will help protect the other fuel filters on the engine and extend their service life. And
always carry a spare on board, just in case you get a load of bad gas and the filter gets
overwhelmed. Primary and in-line filters should be replaced after every hours of engine
operation. These are easy to get to and simple to replace. Properly treated fuel will also extend
the life of these filters. Check fuel system components before each trip. You should also check
your primer bulb. If the bulb does not become firm when squeezed prior to starting the engine,
check for a possible fuel system leak. If none, replace the primer bulb. Get rid of carbon and
keep it out. Yamaha Internal Engine Cleaner is a dealer-only applied product that is the
strongest and most effective way to clean out carbon and other build-up from the inside of your
outboard. Carburetors need love, too. Late-model carburetors run very lean, with very small
passages that can clog with gum and varnish. Gas containers. This helps prevent spills and
helps them comply with emissions requirements. Home Why Maintenance? Login or Sign Up.
Posts Latest Activity. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template Next. Outside of the Micron
rating my manual specifies 10 microns for my 4 stroke is there any difference in the size of the
filter or brand? I saw a large Sierra model and a smaller version same brand. Also a large Racor
with a plastic bowl on the bottom model rac which specifies for outboard engines only. I was
under the impression that you can't use plastic bowls with gas. While I'm relatively new to
outboards, I've been around boasts with diesel engines for the past 25 years and am surprised
to see few if any separators with bowls so you can see any water. Tags: None. Originally posted
by captn tj View Post. Last edited by boscoe99 ; , PM. Comment Post Cancel. I would be very
interested in hearing from anyone using E - and a "clear bowl" - who has ever seen any water in
it. With "real gasoline" they certainly effectively "separate" droplets of water But my impression
is that, with E, if you find water in the filter bowl, you have just found out that you need to drain
your entire tank of its contents of "phase separated" fuel. Below X percent the water does not
co-mingle with the alcohol such that the E10 ethanol remains E10 ethanol and the water remains
water. In the case of my Racor I put ethanol in the boat tank and from time to time would have
drops of water in the Racor bowl. Simply drained it out. Never had a problem with ethanol. Do a
test. Get a vial. Add some ethanol to it. Add a drop of water to it. See if the water goes to the
bottom of the vial. Shake the hell out of the vial and see what happens. Now add some more
water to the vial. Maybe a teaspoon or so. I am thinking the results will different. The Yamaha
and Racor folks may help recommend their ideal filter for your particular application. Originally
posted by robert graham View Post. Originally posted by boscoe99 View Post. Use of a
drainable fuel filter with a plastic bowl can be used in any part of the boat as long as it is
powered by an outboard motor. Ethanol is a simple organic solvent with a rather large
molecular structure. E fuels, also known as the marine technician stimulous program, are the
dumbest thing ever shoved down the US taxpayers throat. Gasoline will hold more water in
suspension when warm than it will when cold. Just like the air can hold more water vapor in
suspension when the air is warm. Let warm saturated air become colder and the water vapor
will precipitate into rain and fall to the earth. Now there can be free water that is sitting at the
bottom or a gasoline tank and there can be dissolved water that is suspended in the gasoline.
Hopefully the Racor or other water separating filter will catch the free water. Any water that is
suspended in the gasoline will flow on to the motor and be burned without doing any harm. Now
leave a batch of ethanol contaminated gasoline to sit idle for a number of months, with the tank
breathing moisture laden air in and out daily, and with the coming of the cold winter
temperatures their is a greater liklihood of phase separation occurring where the water and the
ethanol stop being dissolved in the gasoline and drop to the bottom of the tank. Get that crap all

the way to the motor and it will not be a pretty site. I was so anal about this that every time I
stopped using my boat for more than a few weeks at a time I pumped all of the gasoline from the
tank and put it into my truck. Added fresh fuel then whenever I next visited the boat. Was not
particularly burdensome but most are not going to do that. Last edited by boscoe99 ; , AM. Yes
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